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Multiple-Paper Format: A thesis or dissertation using this format consists of at least two chapters, typically
written as independent papers, preceded by an introductory chapter that sets the context for the research, and
followed by a summary and conclusions chapter that integrates all of the studies. Once all corrections have
been made, a Format Approval is issued. To be considered for graduation in a particular semester, the
defended and committee-approved thesis or dissertation must be submitted 7 weeks prior to the closing date of
the semester, 8 weeks for manuscripts in excess of pages. The USU publication guide is not a style guide. Date
Ready: The thesis office has reviewed the manuscript and has placed it in one of the above statuses.
Corrections: The manuscript has been processed and is being returned to the student for corrections. Status:
The status of the submission. A single chapter is not acceptable for a thesis or dissertation. Before using a
template, review the Using the Thesis and Dissertation Templates user guide. All processing of the manuscript
must be completed by the last day of the semester for graduation in the semester. Have the signature forms
signed in ink by the committee members. Approved ETDs will be sent electronically to ProQuest once the
degree is certified, or after approved embargoes have expired. For a document in the multiple-paper format,
the style may differ for chapters that are targeted for publication in different journals, however the style should
be consistent within each chapter. Consult this handbook and the thesis and dissertation editor with questions
about style guide selection, the use of illustrations, the use of copyrighted materials, and other aspects of
manuscript preparation. Corrections: The manuscript has been processed and is being returned to the student
for corrections. This could occur early in the writing process. After submission, no revisions or corrections
will be allowed except for those required by the graduate dean. OS Corrections: The oversized manuscript
over pages has been processed and is being returned to the student for corrections. The defense should be
scheduled early enough for the student to make any changes requested by the committee and to still submit the
departmentally-approved manuscript to the Thesis Office for Format Approval no later than 7 weeks prior to
the closing date of the semester i. The file Makefile is a sample Unix Makefile for automating the handling of
all of the steps described in the guide. Format Approval: The manuscript has received format approval. The
committee chair signs the Final Reading Approval form and certifies that the final thesis or dissertation has
been read and approved, that all materials are in order, and that the manuscript is ready to submit to The
Graduate School. Manuscripts are reviewed in the order in which they are received. A manuscript will not be
accepted for Format Approval until it has been successfully defended and signatures of a majority of the
supervisory committee, the final reader, and the chair of the department have been obtained. The request
should be made by using this form. Diplomas are mailed to students by the Office of the Registrar
approximately 3 months after the closing date of the semester of graduation. This could occur early in the
writing process.


